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Abstract
We evaluate both a natural field experiment and quasi-experimental variation in
commute times for a shared transportation service provided by a large technology
company during morning and afternoon commutes. We find that reduced commute
times of roughly 2.5 minutes through expanded high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
and brand new coaches both significantly increased ridership by roughly 5.5%. We
leverage these insights to describe some insights for public transit designers. We also
highlight the importance of correctly specifying standard errors in randomized control
trials (RCTs) with a small number of clusters: p-values increase by multiple order of
magnitudes when appropriately bootstrapping standard errors.
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Introduction

People often choose where to live based upon where they work (Glaeser and Gottlieb (2009)
and Redding and Rossi-Hansberg (2017)). The converse is also true: where people live
sometimes determines where they search for employment (Marinescu and Rathelot, 2018).
In this context, shared transportation options that reduce congestion commute times and
that makes commutes more productive through multi-tasking can have non-trivial impacts
on the trajectory of cities. With respect to reduced congestion and commute times, traffic
and pollution externalities associated with traffic lead to public transit like buses and
subways being a canonical example of a public good.1
There are at least two barriers to wider adoption of shared and public transport in the
U.S., which are being exacerbated by technological innovation. The first is the widespread
availability of cheap private transport. In the U.S., in particular, gasoline is cheap and
the flexibility and comfort of personal autos creates an attractive alternative. The second
is the density of cities in the U.S. versus other countries and so the typical commute is
longer which increases the discomfort of public transit relative to private automobiles.
Technological innovations like time sensitive road tolls, better matching for rideshare and
carpool, and potentially autonomous vehicles will impact ridership although net effects
for socially efficient transport are unclear (Hall, Palsson and Price (2018) and Ostrovsky
and Schwarz (2018)). Popular press has documented the recent decline of public transit in
the many large U.S. cities attributable to these and possibly other reasons.2 Widespread
adoption of autonomous vehicles could feasibly have a very large impact on the broader
economy, and in particular for high paid white collar workers, by turning solo driver,
rideshare and bus/metro commutes into productive work time.
This study’s contribution is to estimate two sets of causal parameters which inform
preferences for shared transportation using both a large scale natural field experiment
and quasi-experimental variation in commute times due to road construction. The field
experiment was performed in conjunction with MV Transit, the vendor supplying trans-

1
To this end, the interest in properly determining the right mix of transportation modes has been at
the root of demand estimation in economics for almost 50 years (McFadden et al. (1973) and McFadden
(1974)).
2
See https://www.economist.com/international/2018/06/21/public-transport-is-in-decline-in-many-wealthy-cities
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portation services to Microsoft employees for its Seattle area employees to the company’s
headquarters in Redmond, WA. MV transit has large coaches and smaller buses of varying
sizes which take employees from up to five different stops along 21 different routes to the
Microsoft campus in the morning and bring them back to their neighborhoods in the afternoon. The system is called “The Connector”. The buses are equipped with Wi-Fi and are
restricted to Microsoft full time employees. Commute times on the buses range from 25 to
75 minutes depending on which route and which stops riders take. Other large tech firms
offer similar shared transit services (Amazon, Google, Facebook, etc.) and the practice of
private firms paying for and organizing employee transit is widespread.3 Commuters on
rail systems, like Amtrak and the Long Island Rail Road in the U.S., have similar Wi-Fi
enabled commutes as do many longer haul buses.
The first causal parameter we identify in the field experiment is the propensity of
taking shared transport with a discrete increase in the comfort of shared transportation.
We partnered with a transportation provider to perform a staggered roll-out design of new
buses with significantly improved attributes relative to the 10 year old buses they replaced
(e.g., leather seats, quieter, new shocks, etc.).
The second causal parameter is the propensity of taking shared transport with a discrete change in shared transit travel times. During the study two new high occupancy
vehicle (HOV) lane expansions opened at different times which significantly decreased
travel times for buses relative to solo driving. The first HOV lane extension impacted all
urban Seattle routes by saving an average of roughly 2.5 minutes. The second HOV lane
extension impacted roughly half of suburban routes by saving an average of roughly 2.7
minutes. In both cases, time savings were much larger during peak traffic times. We use
a difference-in-differences design to estimate the impact of this discrete time savings for
commuting via shared transit for impacted routes versus not impacted routes. Because
both the field experiment for comfort and the quasi-experiment for time savings occurred
over the same time period and for the same population, it gives us an apples-to-apples
comparison for preferences for time versus comfort of shared transport. Because different
Connector routes service both urban and suburban commuters, we can also test whether
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See http://www.ctaa.org/webmodules/webarticles/articlefiles/SuccessStoriesEmpTranspPrograms.
pdf.
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subjects who sort into different types of residential environments have similar or different
responses to treatment.
We proceed with our analysis in two ways. First, we estimate impacts in which the
unit of analysis is commute level ridership on a route. This specification includes routelevel clustering of standard errors as one might often use in an RCT with a a route level
staggered roll-out design as suggested in Abadie, Athey, Imbens and Wooldridge (2017).
We only have 21 routes in our data meaning asymptotic properties of clusters have not
yet kicked in. Following, Cameron and Miller (2015) on clustering with few clusters, we
implement a Wild Bootstrap to correctly estimate standard errors in our use case and
compare inference implied by “normally” clustered standard errors. We find p-values
often vary by several orders of magnitude for the bootstrapped clustered errors versus the
non-bootstrapped standard errors. The unfortunate implication is that staggered rollout
designs might require more power than acknowledged in previous work depending on error
structure. That said, the commute level specifications do show strong evidence that the
HOV expansion increased ridership that we investigate in more detail with more granular
data.
Second, we leverage having a rider level data to estimate linear probability model
models for how new coaches and expanded HOV lanes impacted individual level ridership
decisions. We prefer the linear probability model specification since it leverages user level
histories thus increasing the signal in the data. We also use the Wild Bootstrap standard
errors in these specifications causing standard error compute times increased dramatically
due to the size of the dataset. We discuss in the conclusion how leveraging open sourced
parallelized R code and cloud computing resources decreased compute times by orders of
magnitude. In doing so, we focus the analysis on riders we observe in our data in the
pre-treatment period to mitigate employees hired over the sample period who ride the bus
being attributed to new coaches or the HOV expansion. Put another way, the primary
focus of our analysis is on riders we observe in the pre-treatment period which we call the
intensive margin of ridership.4

4

We discuss below that our research design will create upwardly biased estimates for riders that we
do not observe in the pre-treatment period. Put another way, we have upwardly biased estimates for the
extensive margin. We report those estimates to provide an upper bound but don’t focus on them as we
don’t consider them internally valid.
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In our preferred linear probability model specifications we find that new buses increased
ridership by roughly 2 percentage points. Baseline ridership rates for people we observe
riding in the pre-treatment period was about 35%. Hence, the the 2 percentage point
increase maps to a 5.5% increase in ridership. This effect was consistent across multiple
specifications. We find similar impacts across both urban and suburban riders. When we
evaluate the impact of the HOV lane extension which decreased travel times for shared
transit relative to driving individually, we find a significant increase on impacted routes of
roughly 2 percentage points as well. We find some weak evidence that those increases were
slightly higher during peak commute times. We find a similar impact for time savings for
both urban and suburban routes. Using standard value of time techniques and average
salary data for Microsoft employees from payscale.com, the value of both the new buses
and the time savings was on the order of $1 per commute, which we find plausible.
We interpret these findings to have a couple of policy implications. First, it seems
unlikely that increased comfort can materially increase shared transportation ridership.
However, we do present evidence that if our estimates are externally valid there is good
reason to replace bus fleets somewhat earlier than strict maintenance requirements dictate.
Second, average commute times in our sample on the bus system we evaluate are on the
order of 50 minutes. A 2.5 minute decrease in expected commute time is a 5% decrease in
travel times which mapped to a 5% increase in ridership. Hence, we find an elasticity on
the order of -1 of ridership with respect to time savings in our sample population. This
could be a useful parameter for public transport designers trading off multi-stop versus
express routes in public transit design.
While this study has good internal validity due to the experimental and quasi-experimental
nature of the variation used to identify key parameters, the subject pool was high income.
NHTS data shows that higher income people take more trips but doesn’t describe that
group’s length per trip.5 We view the trip length concern as second order in our setting
because we focus exclusively on commuting behavior. Commutes are the most important
transportation event for policy makers since the majority of externalities from traffic and
emissions from traffic occur during commutes when the marginal external cost of addi-
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See Table 8: https://nhts.ornl.gov/assets/2017_nhts_summary_travel_trends.pdf.
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tion cars is highest (Anderson (2014)). We discuss how the effects we estimate might be
adjusted to reflect other parts of the income distribution. We also discuss some broader
implications of the findings for reinvestment of public transportation capital goods like
new coaches and briefly discuss implied demand for transportation modes that enable
productivity such as WiFi enabled autonomous vehicles.
There is a large body of work evaluating the impacts of different pricing policies or
events on traffic speeds and commute times (Small, Winston and Yan (2005), Burger and
Kaffine (2009), Bento, Kaffine, Roth and Zaragoza-Watkins (2014), Wolff (2014), Gibson
and Carnovale (2015), Hall (2018)). There is also a long lived and vast literature on
transportation mode choice which often does not have the sharp, exogenous variation we
have here and leverages more structured discrete choice models to estimate preference
parameters (McFadden (1974), Anas and Moses (1979), and Meixell and Norbis (2008)).
The closest papers to ours in the existing literature include Bento, Hughes and Kaffine
(2013) which evaluates the impact of commute prices on carpool decisions and Hall et
al. (2018) which evaluates the cross price elasticity of Uber and public transportation.
Bento et al. (2013) uses gasoline price variation to estimate impacts on HOV and mainline
traffic speeds and finds that went gasoline prices increase, demand for carpooling goes
up. Hall et al. (2018) uses the rollout of the rideshare application Uber to identify if
ridesharing is a compliment or substitute for public transit and finds that on average
they are compliments but that there is considerable variation based upon the size of
cities and public transit provision. We extend this literature in evaluating how sharp
exogenous variation in attributes (comfort and time savings) of shared transportation
impact ridership in a natural field experiment.
There has been some recent research which evaluates the impact of public transport’s
economic value broadly using quasi-experimental variation (Anderson (2014) and Bauernschuster, Hener and Rainer (2017)). While we use a revealed preference approach, there is
a smaller literature which uses stated preference techniques to estimate preferences for different measures of comfort on public transportation and find it is important to a subset of
users (DellOlio, Ibeas and Cecin (2011) and Kroes, Kouwenhoven, Debrincat and Pauget
(2014)). We are related to both of these literatures in that we investigate the welfare
impacts of privately providing public transportation for a large employer’s workforce.
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2

Motivation, Background and Design

This section provides detailed background and summary statistics on the Microsoft “Connector” ridership, discusses the staggered rollout of new buses, and the HOV lane expansions which led to significant time savings for riders.

2.1

Connector Service Background

The largest tech sector companies (Microsoft, Google, Amazon, etc.) pay for private
buses their employees can use for their commute to a centralized campus. This serves a
few purposes. First, by equipping the buses with Wi-Fi, employee commute time often
becomes productive increasing output. Second, it is an employee perk that riders value
reducing turnover and helping with hiring since employees can also choose to relax on their
commute rather than the unpleasant experience of driving in traffic. These first two core
attributes of the private service are shared with internet enabled autonomous vehicles and
motivate the autonomous vehicle comparison in the policy section below. Third, it can
engender goodwill from other commuters and city officials by removing solo driver vehicles
from the road during commuting hours.6
MV transit and the Connector system enforces ridership of only Microsoft employees
by mandating that they scan their work badge to board. An online system links riders to
individual buses and a GPS system then links that pick up to a specific stop of a route
and the time of the stop. This gives us the ability to control a variety of fixed effects in
our econometric models.
Figure 1 shows the location of the various routes (unique colors) and stops along
each route (nearby same colored pins). The star in the middle of Figure 1 shows the
location of Microsoft main campus. With a couple of exceptions where Connector buses
go to downtown Bellevue, all buses go to the main campus where there are two terminals.
Figure 1 also shows that the majority of the routes are in Seattle proper but there are a
number of routes which originate outside of Seattle in suburban locations.
There are 21 unique routes in total and each route has 1 to 10 trips each morning and
afternoon. The total number of trips and the size of the bus depends on overall demand

6

Others protest against these buses as facilitating gentrification of lower income neighborhoods.
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Figure 1: Map of Connector Stops

Note: Map of Connector stops at time of field experiment. The black box highlights the SR-520
bridge which had an HOV lane expansion halfway through the sample. All pins to the immediate
left of the box we classify as urban Seattle routes. The vertical blue oval highlights I-405 which
had an HOV expansion early in our sample. The impacted routes are those by Bothell (north end
of the oval), Mill Creek (north by northwest of the oval) and Monroe, northeast of the oval. All
other routes ot the south (near Renton) and east of Redmond (highlighted with a star) are
classified as suburban routes.
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Figure 2: Histogram of Riders by Total Trips Taken

for commuting in a given location. Over our study all routes stayed identical except for a
single exception which added additional trips for the same route.
Many riders of the Connector take it only a few times but the vast majority of the
trips are taken by intense riders who take it often. There are 9,926 unique riders in the
sample (September 2015 through July 2016) but many, many of those only ride a handful
of times. Average unique riders per day are on the order of 2,000 (1,770) on a baseline of
around 40,000 full time employees based in Redmond. Conditional on riding at any point
in our dataset, there is 17.8% chance a rider chooses to ride on any given day. Figure 2
shows a histogram of riders by total trips taken in our sample over the same time period
as our econometric analysis. The x-axis shows the number of trips take by a given rider
and the y-axis is the count of riders. While quite a few riders only take an occasional
trip on the Connector, most trips are by people who commute on it often. The Appendix
includes a Figure showing that riders almost always take their most preferred route.
There are a some instances in which individual trips on a single route have capacity
constraints but the magnitude of the capacity constraints was small. We identify buses
being at binding capacity by observing scanned badges on a trip and seeing multiple badge
swipes for the same user at times on consecutive trips within a route. For the route which
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occasionally has capacity constraints buses come every 10 minutes during peak commute
times. Standard response of riders who can’t make it on to a bus because it is full is to
wait for the next bus and rescan on the second bus. Hence, when we observe two scans for
the same rider on consecutive buses, it indicates the first trip was at capacity. We observe
a total number of double scans in the low 100s. Hence, it looks like far less than one trip
a day was at capacity over our sample and even then only on a single route. Hence we
don’t view capacity constraints as materially impacting our estimates although we include
robustness checks that mitigate capacity constraints.

2.2

New Buses

MV Transit operates the Connector service for Microsoft and purchased new buses in 2015
and delivery began in late summer 2015 with Microsoft paying an annualized lease fee for
the new buses. The pre-existing buses had been in use for roughly 10 years on average
and were in need of either systematic major repair (e.g., shocks, engines, etc.) or full
replacement. MV Transit had been planning to roll out the new buses randomly across
all routes over time but were amenable to partner with us and utilize a staggered rollout
to infer the causal impact of the new buses on ridership. At the beginning of the rollout
a company-wide email announced new coaches were going to be arriving starting in late
2015 until distributed to all routes.
MV rolled out new buses on a route by route basis in a staggered rollout design.
They randomized which routes would receive new buses for all trips within a morning and
afternoon before exposing a new route to treatment. In practice, this staggering wasn’t
perfect but we provide evidence it was consistent and impacted ridership. The Appendix
shows some images of the exterior and interior of the old and new large buses. There
are two bus sizes, large (50 seat capacity) and small (28 seat capacity) servicing different
routes.
Figure 3 shows treatment status by route over time. Each panel shows three unique
routes. On the x-axis is time. On the y-axis is a 10-day moving average of the percent of
trips for a given route-day which were serviced by new buses. Consistent with the staggered
rollout design, the plots show that some routes were treated while others were not over
time. However, treatment wasn’t perfect due to imperfect execution of the treatment. In
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Figure 3: Smoothed Treatment Status by Route

Note: Daily route level Treatment Status Smoothed to 10 day moving average. The y-axis goes
from zero to one. Zero represents no new buses and one represents 100% new buses. The x-axis
shows time with September 1, 2015 being the first observation and August 31, 2016 the final
observation.

particular, the 2015 data rollouts more closely adhere to a sharp treatment and are thus
more ideal for leveraging the staggered rollout design. As a result, we don’t use the entire
dataset to estimate the causal effect of new buses.
In the subsequent empirical analysis we use 10-day moving average of percent new
buses on routes as the treatment indicator. The Appendix shows a daily level version
of the plots rather than the 10-day moving average. This is the appropriate treatment
variable because subjects certainly don’t choose to ride based upon the bus being driven
on a particular day. Rather they choose based upon their expected experience on a given
day. Expected experience is likely a function of the recent history of experiences thus
motivating the use of the 10-day moving average.7
Table 1 shows some summary statistics for all 21 routes in the data. The unit of
observation is a route and “commute”, which could be AM or PM. There are a few

7

In practice more generally different city and county operators are likely to treat routes rather than
route-trip pairs rigidly. Even if route-trip pairs were treated rigidly, city and county timetables are often
not entirely reliable. Hence we view this rollout as a good approximation of how other public transit
operators would roll out new coaches.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics on Buses and Routes
Total Riders
per Commute

Ave Riders
per Route

(SD trips per Commute)

(Route SD)

Total

1770

84

(218)

(68)

Seattle Routes

1183

118

(143)

(84)

587

53

(92)

(24)

490

54

(79)

(25)

Small Coach Routes

1279

106

(153)

(81)

Suburban 405

273

68

(48)

(24)

214

43

(37)

(22)

Suburban Routes
Large Coach Routes

Suburban 1 Stop

Number of
Routes

Number of
Trips

21

207

10

142

11

65

9

49

12

158

4

19

5

29

A commute is an AM or PM commute so that an AM plus PM commute is a total day.
Route mean is the mean across all trips on an AM/PM commute.
Large coaches have 50 seats and small coaches have 28 seats.

important types of heterogeneity highlighted in the Table. First, the 10 Seattle routes
have higher total and average ridership than the 11 Suburban routes. Second, small
coaches have higher ridership than large coaches at the route level. This is due to small
coaches being more common on Seattle routes which drive on smaller streets and is made
possible by having more trips. Third, there are different types of suburban routes as
well. The first are suburban routes which use Interstate 405 and serve Northern Seattle
suburbs. The second are 1 stop suburban routes. These routes pick up riders from a single
location which generally has access to parking. Thus these one stop routes generally can
more easily serve people commuting from more distant suburbs or exburbs. The 1 stop
routes aren’t significantly longer than multi-stop routes because those routes don’t require
navigating surface streets. Commute times range from 30 to 70 minutes depending on
route and time of day, with average commute times sitting at roughly 50 minutes.

2.3

Expanded HOV lane

Of the 21 routes, 10 were Seattle routes which were impacted by the opening of an expanded HOV lane on the Evergreen Point Floating Bridge highlighted with a black rectan12

gle on Figure 1. This section of Washington State Route 520 (SR520) opened an expanded
2.5 mile stretch of HOV lane over one week in April 2016. That expanded HOV lane length
decreased the travel time of Seattle routes relative to non-Seattle routes since the Connector buses can use the HOV lanes. Of the 21 routes, 4 were suburban routes impacted by
the expansion of 10 miles of HOV lanes on September 27, 2015 on Interstate 405. That
expansion created two HOV lanes instead of one decreasing commute times in the HOV
lanes. It is shown in the vertical blue oval on Figure 1.
Figure 4 shows average traffic speeds on the roughly 2.5 mile stretch of HOV lane
increase in our data. The data were provided by the Washington State Department of
Transportation. The left panel shows the daily average rush hour speed for eastbound
lanes and the right panel for westbound lanes on SR-520 over time. Before the extension
the HOV lanes didn’t extend onto the bridge itself and a merge occurred between the
HOV and the solo driver lanes at the eastern approach of the bridge. Thus, traffic speeds
for HOVs are the same as solo driver vehicles before the expanded HOV lanes were open.
The traffic speeds are recorded at that point just before the merge occurs. The Evergreen
Point Floating Bridge is a toll bridge which prices with dynamic pricing for the entirety
of the experiment.
Figure 4 shows that HOV lane speed increased slightly for the eastbound (AM) commute but significantly for the westbound (PM) commute. Because the HOV lane didn’t
extend onto the bridge (see Figure 7 in the Appendix for a picture) before the extension,
the Connector bus used the solo driver lanes. Post construction the HOV lanes extended
an extra 2.5 miles toward downtown Seattle enabling Connector buses to drive in a faster
HOV lane versus the pre-construction counterfactual of slower lanes shared by solo drivers.
Figure 4 shows the difference for the eastbound morning commute was about 5-10
MPH which translates to a commute time difference of roughly 1 minute. The westbound
afternoon commute between the Microsoft campus and downtown experienced bigger differences: Connector buses increased from 35 MPH on average to roughly 48 MPH. At the
same time there was a significant decrease in speed for main line lanes from roughly 35
to 25 MPH due to a very short zipper merge which formed a bottleneck at the end of
the bridge. In sum, there was an average commute time reduction of roughly 2.7 minutes
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Figure 4: SR-520 Traffic

Note: Westbound and Eastbound speeds on SR-520 over time for HOV vehicles between 7-9am
(Eastbound) and 4:30-6:30pm (Westbound).

for the afternoon route.8 However, those averages mask very large time gains (up to 10
minutes) on the heaviest traffic days when speeds on the SR-520 bridge in solo lanes is
single digits but the HOV lane is at full speed. Research shows that mitigating outlier
traffic events can be very valuable so that potential gains are large (Small et al. (2005)
and Bento, Roth and Waxman (2018)). We use this variation in a diff-in-diff design to
determine how time savings impacts ridership.
We do not have granular traffic speed data for the I-405 during an expansion of a
10 mile stretch of HOV lanes which impacted a subset of suburban riders. Instead, we
rely on an evaluation of the project by the University of Minnesota Department of Civil,
Environmental and Geo-Engineering (Minnesota (2017)). The report shows that the HOV
extension for the I-405 increased traffic speeds by roughly 5 MPH for the southbound
morning commute (55MPH to 60 MPH) and roughly 10 MPH (46 MPH to 56 MPH) for
the northbound evening commute. There was no observed change of speeds for mainline
lanes. Thus, time savings for riding on the connector are roughly 1 minute during the
morning commute up to 2.3 minutes during the afternoon commute.
We can put put a dollar value on these time savings using standard value of time back
of the envelope calculations. According to payscale.com, the average salary for Microsoft

8

2.5/25 = .1 hours versus 2.5/45= .055 hours which implies 6 minutes versus 3.3 minutes
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employees is roughly $120,000/year.9 Standard value of time techniques are to value time
savings at between 33% and 50% of the wage rate. Conveniently, $120,000 works out to
about $60/hour or roughly $1/minute. Hence, if average time savings are roughly 2.5
minutes for HOV expansions, the value of this time would be something like $1 (e.g.,
roughly $1=$2.7*.4).

3

Econometrics

To estimate the causal impact of new buses on ridership we rely on the randomization
of the new bus roll out shown visually in Figure 3. We estimate two sets of models:
one at the commute route level using ordinary least squares (OLS) and another at the
rider level using linear probability model. The route level regressions match the unit of
observation in the regression is the same as the experimental unit (daily 10-day moving
average percentage). The rider level regressions leverage the individual level data at the
route of the analysis.
In both empirical approaches we are estimating short run impacts of new coaches and
time savings in this paper. Longer run impacts that occur over more than six months could
be different as some people learn about and adjust their lives around a different commute.
Estimating longer run impacts in any study is more challenging as the number to time
varying confounds increases with sample duration. Long run impacts are very important
for policy makers assessing investments in shared transportation and our research can’t
speak directly to them except to say that short run impacts are a lower bound for long
run impacts.
Finally, both our empirical approaches are different from the long literature which uses
discrete choice econometric methods to evaluate transportation mode choice (McFadden
(1974), Anas and Moses (1979), and Meixell and Norbis (2008)). There are two reasons
for this. First, we don’t observe subject level choice data but rather Connector ridership
data. Secondly, we have sharp exogenous variation in our data. We thus leverage that
variation to estimate simpler models.

9

See https://www.payscale.com/research/US/Employer=Microsoft_Corp/Salary.
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3.1

Route Level Specification

For the OLS models, we estimate variants of the following specification to identify the
causal impact of new more comfortable buses on ridership:
ln(Ridersrt ) = α + M A%N ewrt β + M A%N ewrt ∗ 1{Seattler }δ + λr + λt + rt

(1)

In equation (1) the r subscript represents routes and the t subscript represents a day’s
AM commute or a day’s PM commute (e.g., we don’t sum across mornings and evening
commutes). The dependent variable Ridersrt is the cumulative number of riders on route
r across all morning trips or evening trips. The term M A % N ewrt is the 10-day moving
average of new buses on a particular route. Because the timing of treatment is experimentally varied, the coefficient β describes the causal influence of moving to completely new
buses on ridership. We also include an indicator variable 1{Seattler } to estimate heterogeneous impacts for Seattle urban riders versus non-Seattle suburban riders and interact
it with the M A % N ewrt , represented by δ. Route fixed effects mitigate the need for a
standalone Seattle route indicator variable. We have a robustness check in which we only
include data from the first stop within each trip when there is never a single instance of
capacity constraints.
We present two sets of standard errors for equation (1): one clustered at the routeday level and a second clustered at the route-day level but estimated through a wild
bootstrap. Cameron and Miller (2015) describes that clustering standard errors with few
clusters can be problematic because asymptotic properties have not yet kicked in.10 We
compare coefficient p-values for route level clustered standard errors versus route level
clustered errors calculated via the Wild Bootstrap using R’s cluster.wild.glm package per
Cameron, Gelbach and Miller (2008).
Determining statistical significance for the j th regressor via Wild Cluster Bootstrap
begins by fitting an OLS model, y ∼ X 0 β and calculating cluster robust standard errors
(sej ) and the Wald statistic Wj = βj /sej . Statistical significance for Wj is determined
by creating B = 1000 bootstrap Wald statistics, and calculating the fraction of bootstrap

10

Even with common adjustments in STATA’s vce(cluster) function Cameron and Miller (2015) notes
that standard errors are too big and therefore over reject null hypotheses.
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Wald statistics whoâTM s absolute value exceeds the observed Wald statistic. For each
0

b ∈ B bootstrap Wald statistic we fit a null OLS model y ∼ X̃j β j where Xj excludes the
j th regressor, thereby enforcing the null model (e.g., βjj = 0) and calculating the fitted
0

residuals accordingly (e.g., u˜j = y − X̃j β̂ j ). Each cluster g is assigned weighted dg = 1
or dg = −1 with probability .5. This allows calculation of a cluster “psuedo” outcome:
0

y ∗ = X̃j β̂ j + u˜j ∗ dg . Finally, we fit an OLS model y ∗ ∼ Xβ ∗ and calculate the cluster
robust Wald statistic Wj∗ report where clustered standard errors are constructed normally.
We repeat this process 1000 times to get the null distribution of the cluster robust “wild
bootstrapped” Wald statistics. We then use that distribution to test the Wald statistic
of the coefficient on the j th regressor (βj ) with cluster robust standard errors. The key
intuition for the procedure is that the null hypothesis of βj = 0 is imposed and then noise
is added when constructing the null distribution for the Wald statistic Wj∗ .
To estimate the causal effect of reduced travel times on buses relative to solo driving, we
leverage the opening of the Evergreen Point Floating Bridge extension using a difference in
differences design. Only routes that use SR-520 would be impacted by the reduced travel
time as a result, and routes not using SR-520 bridge are ideal controls for the “treated”
routes. The spatial distribution of routes is shown in Figure 1 and roughly 11 routes are
treated whereas 10 serve as controls. For the I-405 HOV expansion in September 27, 2015
four exurban routes’ commute times were impacted.
The SR-520 HOV bridge and I-405 HOV lane extensions were not made due to excess
demand from Microsoft employees but rather general population increases in the Seattle
Metropolitan area driven by the growth of other large employers like Amazon. The Appendix shows route level ridership behavior over time to provide suggestive evidence the
parallel trends assumption holds. There are no divergent time trends in any one route let
alone systematic differences across treated and control routes in the pre-treatment period.
As a result, we view this is an appropriate use case for the diff-in-diff design.
We estimate variants of the following OLS model with standard errors clustered at the
route level to identify the causal impact of reduced travel times on ridership. We estimate
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analogs of this model for the I405 extension as well but subsume it here for simplicity.
ln(Ridersrt ) = α + 1{HOVr } ∗ 1{Seattler }ψ + 1{P eakt }β1 + 1{P eakt } ∗ 1{Seattler }β2
+1{P eakt } ∗ 1{HOVt }β3 + 1{P eakt } ∗ 1{HOVt } ∗ 1{Seattler }β4 + M A%N ewrt λ + λr + λt + rt (2)
In equation (2) Ridersrt and subscripts are defined as above. The indicator variable
1{HOVr } takes the value of one if route r takes the SR 520 bridge which had an expansion
in its HOV lane halfway through our sample. The variable 1{t ≥ τ } takes the value of 1
for all commutes after the SR 520 bridge was opened on date τ (early April 2016).11 Route
fixed effects and day of sample fixed effects mitigate the need for each indicator variable,
1{SR520router } and 1{t ≥ τ }, entering independently. We lastly include a control for
M A%N ewrt at the route level since new buses were being rolled out over the sample
period but don’t report it; it is a nuisance parameter in this HOV focused model.
In this specification we also include a triple difference to determine if there was a
differential impact of ridership during peak commute trips defined as trips between 7:309:00am and 4:30-6:00pm as β4 . We expect that if people value time savings, there would
be a relatively larger impact during peak commute times when time savings from the
HOV lane are greatest. As in the new coach regressions we report implied p-values from
estimating standard errors clustered at the route level relative to using the Wild Bootsrap
for route level clustered standard error.
Subject to the standard identification requirements for a diff-in-diff design, the coefficient ψ is the causal impact of the reduced travel time from the HOV lane expansion
on ridership. This use case fits in to the diff-in-diff framework particularly nicely since
there are no plausible spillovers between the treatment groups (SR 520 routes) and control
groups (non-SR 520 routes). Pre-trends for all of these routes are very consistent and we
use relatively small bandwidths around the bridge expansion to mitigate bias. Insofar
as HOV lane openings encourage more carpooling our estimates will be biased toward
zero. However those effects are likely to be very small based upon the low frequency of
carpooling in the sub-population we study.

11

The westbound portion of the bridge opened one week before the eastbound portion of the bridge so
we have a slightly different τ for eastbound (AM) and westbound (PM) routes.
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Relevant for both specifications, it is important to acknowledge recent progress in more
precisely assessing the estimand and parallel trends assumption in both two-way fixed
effect models like those in a staggered roll-out design and diff-in-diff models (GoodmanBacon (2018) and Callaway and Sant’Anna (2019)). There are two good reasons why we
do not go down this path in this paper, despite our initial inclination to. First, there
were real data limitations. Our data starts on September 1, 2015 and runs through June,
2016. The first routes were treated in late September. Three or four weeks is a bit
short for leveraging these recent advances, especially with strong day or week effects for
traffic patterns in Seattle. Our requests for more pre-treatment data fell on deaf ears.
Second, while we have true randomized treatment at the route level in a staggered rollout
design (route numbers were literally picked out of a hat!) our treatment is not binary.
The true randomization of treatment mitigates the import of the parallel trends test like
we would normally do in a diff-in-diff. More importantly, routes are treated with new
buses over a week or so or more. Put another way, we have a continuous and mostly
monotonic treatment. There is no paper (yet) on how to handle staggered rollout designs
with continuous treatments.

3.2

Rider Level Specification

We have rider level data allowing us to estimate rider level effects rather than route
level effects. These are our preferred specifications primarily because it leverages how a
particular rider is impacted by the experimental rollout of new coaches which retaining the
HOV expansion comparisons. Throughout we estimate linear probability model analogs
of the route-level specifications above.
There are a few key differences in the rider level specifications around how we construct
the moving average for new buses and how we handle new or infrequent riders. First, we
construct rider level “new coach averages” based upon penetration of new coaches on a
rider’s commonly ridden routes. Specifically, we look at up to the last 10 commutes. The
vast majority of riders ride only a single route, but to account for different routes we assign
a rider a percentage of rides at route “r”. We create a 10-day MA of route level new buses
as before but then weight a specific rider’s 10-day MA based upon the routes we observe
them riding.
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The second major departure from the route level models is including a variable which
attempts to control for average differences in riders’ propensity to take the bus. Including
rider level fixed effects would mean adding over 10,000 additional fixed effects to the models
which already have over one million observations. As a result, we control for number of
days since last ride in the linear probability model model. We do so by including indicator
variables for every number of days since last ride from one to 30 then a separate indicator
variable for more than 30 days. These indicator variables enter as nuisance parameters
and while statistically significant we don’t report point estimates. Retaining the same
notation as before, the linear probability model specification takes the following form in
which i indicates a specific rider:

1{Rodeirt } = α + M A%N ewirt β + M A%N ewirt ∗ 1{Seattler }δ
+Σ30+
s=0 {DaysSinceLastRideirt = s}irt δs + λr + λt + irt

(3)

Everything is identical in (3) as the route level specification except for the inclusion of
1{DaysSinceLastRideirt = s}irt . This variable takes the value of one when it has been
s days since the last ride for rider i. This controls for higher likelihood of recent riders
riding again in the near future while also controlling for infrequent riders continuing to
be infrequent riders. We also control for days since last ride when estimating the linear
probability model analog of the difference in difference approach in the linear probability
model model to estimate the impact of HOV expansions on ridership.
The third difference between this model and the route level model is that we separately
estimate the impact for frequent and infrequent riders. Figure 2 shows that over 5% of
riders take only a single trip. This creates a lot of zeroes on the LHS in the linear
probability model regression. We thus split the sample into two groups and estimate (3)
separately for each. The first group we define as people who rode at least once in the first
three weeks of the data, before any new buses or new HOV lanes opened. We interpret
the model estimated on this sample to focus on the intensive margin. For riders in this
“early rider” sample, they ride 35.6% of the time they are eligible over the sample.
We also estimate a second model focusing on riders who don’t have a single ride in the
first three weeks of our data. We interpret the model estimated on that sample to focus
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on possible extensive margin. For riders in this “later rider” sample, they ride 13.6% of
the time they are eligible over the sample. However, as we discuss in detail the extensive
margin results should be viewed as upwardly biased since they will partially attribute
people that become employed at Microsoft and then start riding over the sample to new
buses and HOV lane expansions. We report them as bounds for other researchers in this
area but the strength and main contribution of our research design for the rider level
results are on the intensive margin. In the Appendix we include some route level analysis
around which type of rides might be driving estimated responses.

4

Results

This section first presents route level specifications to highlight the importance of standard
errors. We then present our preferred rider level specifications broken out by pre-treatment
riders followed by a brief bounding exercise of post-treatment riders.

4.1

Route Level Specifications

Table 2 shows results from estimating the impact of new buses on ridership using the route
level specifications. To highlight the impact of using route clustered standard errors versus
the Wild bootstrap standard errors we report p-values for each coefficient leveraging the
different approaches rather than standard errors themselves. Unless otherwise stated these
models include data from September 1, 2015 until the day before the SR-520 HOV lane
expands and impacted all Seattle routes.
Column (1) shows that new more comfortable buses increased ridership by roughly a
3.6% increase in overall ridership. The 3.6% increase is significant at a 1% level using
the route clustered standard errors. However this coefficient is nowhere near significant
using the wild bootstrap with a p-value two orders of magnitude larger with bootstrapped
errors. Recall that standard errors enter p-values non-linearly in the denominator of the
p-value so that such a large change in p-values can be expected from more modest changes
to standard errors. This result, shared by other specifications in the table, highlight that
correctly specifying standard errors can have material impacts in staggered rollout designs
with aggregated data and few clusters.
Additional columns report differing specifications. Specifications (2)-(6) parse results
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by urban Seattle routes versus suburban non-Seattle routes in different ways. Specifications (2)-(4) allow a differential marginal effect for Seattle routes: they take suburban
routes as the baseline and the coefficient on F ractionN ew ∗ 1{Seattle} is the marginal
impact of new coaches on Seattle routes relative to suburban routes, where F ractionN ew
is equivalent to M A%N ewirt in the econometrics section for expositional clarity. Specification (3) only includes first stops along all routes and finds no significant impact of the
new coaches. This is probably due to first stops having relatively few riders relative to
routes as a whole (routes often have four or five stops).
Table 2: Route Level Regression Results for New Bus Staggered Rollout

Fraction New
OLS p-value
Wild p-value

(1)
.0361
(.002)***
(.32)

(2)
.0366
(.008)***
(.550)
-.0012
(.9372)
(.987)

(3)
-.023
(.498)
(.80)
-.035
(.305)
(.739)

(4)
.095
(5E −6 )***
(.24)
-.049
(.033)**
(.490)

(5)
.009
(.494)
(.795)

(6)
.076
(.0001)***
(.237)

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Full

Full

First Stop

2015 only

Seattle

Non-Seattle

0.926
6,000

0.913
6,000

0.900
2,209

0.929
2,097

0.961
2,858

0.833
3,142

Fraction New*1{Seattle}
OLS p-value
Wild p-value

Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

Notes:p-values for OLS clustered and Wild Boostrap, both clustered at route level.
∗∗∗

Significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ significant at the 5 percent level,

First stop regressions are AM only and drop one-stop routes.

Specification (2) leverages all data until the Seattle HOV extension and finds no
marginal difference in routes but retains stark differences in standard errors. Specification
(4) only uses 2015 data to estimate the same model. We estimate with only 2015 data because as shown in Figure 3, new coach treatment is much sharper during the 2015 period.
Specification (3) shows evidence that for differential impacts for urban Seattle routes and
suburban non-Seattle routes with Seattle routes being less responsive. Of course, these
marginal effects nor the baseline effects are significant with the bootstrapped standard
errors.
Specifications (5) and (6) separately estimate the effect of new coaches on Seattle
and non-Seattle routes. These results implicitly allow differential date fixed effects for
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Seattle and non-Seattle routes. Differential date fixed effects for Seattle and non-Seattle
routes make intuitive sense: urban riders tend to walk to stops whereas suburban riders often drive. If a day is rainy, it makes sense that date fixed effects would vary by
urban/suburban status. These specifications provide further evidence for divergent responses to new coaches by suburban versus urban route. The point estimate for suburban
riders is 7.6% versus .9% for Seattle routes. In both cases, these effects are not significant
using the bootstrapped standard errors, however.
In sum, Table 2 highlights two findings. First, correctly specifying standard errors
in a staggered rollout design with few clusters and aggregate rather than rider level data
matters. Second, there is some tepid evidence from point estimates for differential impacts
for urban and suburban riders although these potential differences aren’t statistically significant in these aggregate regressions. We return to this point in the linear probability
model specifications below.
Table 3 shows the results from the diff-in-diff specification of how the expanded HOV
lane impacted ridership. Column (1) reports results for the entire sample of route level
data. The coefficient on 1{HOVt } ∗ 1{Seattler } is the causal impact of opening the
expanded HOV lane on ridership. We find that after the HOV lane extension opens,
Seattle routes had an 11.5% increase in ridership. This result is statistically significant for
bootstrapped standard errors at the 1% level. Column (3) restricts the sample to only the
first on AM routes. It shows that the HOV lane led to significant increases in ridership
for first stop rides at roughly 13.6%, which is marginally insignificant with bootstrapped
standard errors.
Column (2) reports the results from a triple difference approach in which we further
disaggregate the data to the trip level to investigate ridership impacts when mainline
traffic is the worst during peak commute times: 7:30-9:00am and 4:30-6:00pm. All trips
along a route which are a “peak trip” take the value of one. The triple interaction of post
HOV, a Seattle route and a peak trip is the effect of the reduced travel time when it offers
the largest time savings. Thus, we expect the impact of ridership during peak trips to
be at least as large as in specification (1) since time savings are the greatest. We find a
slightly larger point estimate for peak ridership on Seattle routes after the HOV opening
(10.4% plus 3.9%) but again the estimates are not quite significant using the bootstrapped
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Table 3: Route Level Regression Results for HOV Opening

1{HOVt } ∗ 1{Seattler }
OLS p-value
Wild p-value

(1)
.115
(1E −36 )***
(.003)***

1{Peakt }
OLS p-value
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{Seattler }
OLS p-value
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{HOVr }
OLS p-value
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{Seattler } ∗ 1{HOVt }
OLS p-value
Wild p-value

Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

(2)
.039
(.054)*
(.501)
.903
(1E −36 )***
(1E −36 )***
-.189
(1.3E − 26)***
(.465)
-.141
(8E −13 )***
(.017)**
.104
(.0002)***
(.119)

% New, AM,

% New, AM,

% New,

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Full

Full

First Stop

0.932
9,696

0.757
17,730

0.885
3,616

Notes:p-values for OLS clustered and Wild Boostrap, both clustered at route level
∗∗∗

(3)
.136
(7E −13 )***
(.112)

significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ at 5 percent, and ∗ at 1 percent.

First stop regressions are AM only and drop one-stop routes.
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standard errors.
We perform a back of the envelope calculation on the time savings based upon the
length of the SR-520 extension and the average speed differences in mainline and HOV
lanes before and after the SR 520 HOV extension from Figure 4. Based upon average
speeds, the average time savings are roughly 1 minute in the morning and roughly 2.7
minutes in the afternoon. This masks, however, that during the worst traffic days when
mainline speeds are in the single digits, time savings can be 10-15 minutes. Insofar as
shared transit decisions could be shaped by insurance against outlier traffic events, finding
such large impacts is plausible. We can’t distinguish if the impacts of time savings are
due to changes in average commute times or decreased outliers in extreme commute times
(increased “reliability”) due to less congested HOV lanes.
Briefly summarizing the results from this section, we find that correctly specifying
standard errors matters a great deal with our sample. The implication is that RCTs with
few clusters and aggregate rather than subject level data might require more statistical
power than many researchers and practicioners would like. Second there is some weak
evidence that suburban riders might respond more strongly to new coaches than urban
riders. Third, we find evidence that urban riders definitely responded to time savings,
even with bootstrapped standard errors. This could be due to either decreased average
commute times or decreased commute times in the tails since HOV lanes are very ofter
not subject to extreme traffic days. Due to the reduced form nature of our work, we don’t
take a stand in this paper if the impacts of time savings are due to changes in average
commute times or decreased outliers in extreme commute times (increased “reliability”)
due to less congested HOV lanes (Small et al. (2005) and Bento et al. (2018)).

4.2

Rider Level Specifications

This subsection estimates models in the spirit of the previous models but with data at the
rider-date level leveraging a linear probability model model. In these Tables we report linear probability model coefficients and standard errors clustered at the route level through
the wild bootstrap. The first set of results only include riders observed in the first three
weeks of the dataset before any treatment occurred. The second set of results include
riders we observe only after the first three weeks of the dataset before any treatment oc-
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curred. The goal of the distinction is that the first set of results focuses on the intensive
margin and the second set the extensive margin. To be consistent with the previous Tables
we report p-values rather than standard errors but only report correctly specified Wild
bootstrap p-values.
Intensive Margin
Table 4: Linear Probability Model Results for New Bus Staggered Rollout: Intensive
Margin

Fraction New
Wild p-value

(1)
.0206
(.001)***

(2)
.0179
(.013)**
.0062
(.501)

(3)
.0217
(.007)***
.0003
(.97)

(4)
.0205
(.029)**

(5)
.0250
(.036)**

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Full

Full

First Stop

Seattle

Non-Seattle

.277
1,104,348

.277
1,104,348

.304
471,656

.255
733,928

.321
370,670

Fraction New*1{Seattle}
Wild p-value

Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

Notes:p-values for OLS clustered and Wild Boostrap, both clustered at route level.
∗∗∗

Significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ significant at the 5 percent level,

First stop regression are AM only and drop one-stop routes.
Data include all riders who rode at least once in the first three weeks of the dataset before any treatment.

Table 4 shows results from the rider level regressions estimating the causal impact of
new coaches of ridership. The results are directionally consistent with the results from the
route level regressions but much more stable. Across all specifications, the point estimate
for the impact of new coaches on ridership is between 1.8 and 2.5 percentage points. All
baseline point estimates are statistically significant and quite close in magnitude.
Testing for differences among urban Seattle riders and suburban riders, we found no
meaningful significant differences in the impact of new coaches on ridership. Hence the
tepid evidence from the route level isn’t borne out in the rider level data. This again
highlights the importance of appropriately specifying standard errors in the aggregated
data.
Recall that the baseline level of ridership for the entire dataset for the “early rider”
sample was 35.6%. Relative to the entire dataset, then, a 2 percentage point increase in
ridership maps to an 5.6% increase in ridership. This effect size is both plausible and
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relatively small: if before new buses riders, took the bus roughly 7 days per month for
their AM and PM commutes (∼ 35% of 20 monthly days), this result implies new buses
will lead to taking the bus roughly one extra day every two months.
Table 5: Linear Probability Model Results for HOV Opening: Intensive Margin

1{HOVt } ∗ 1{Seattler }
Wild p-value

(1)
.018
(.009)***

(2)
.0097
(.406)
.0097
(.195)
.0279
(.006)***
-.0240
(.053)*
.0119
(.321)

(3)
.0162
(.027)**

% New, AM,

% New, AM,

% New,

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Full

Full

First Stop

.304
1,792,156

.305
1,792,156

.327
762,048

1{Peakt }
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{Seattler }
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{HOVr }
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{Seattler } ∗ 1{HOVt }
Wild p-value

Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

Notes:p-values for robust standard errors and bootstrapped errors clustered at route level
∗∗∗

Significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ significant at the 5 percent level,

First stop regressions are AM only and drop one-stop routes.

Table 5 shows results from the rider level regressions estimating the causal impact
of new coaches of ridership. The results are directionally consistent with the results
from the route level regressions, much more stable but also slightly lower in magnitude.
Specification (1) shows a 1.8 percentage point increase in ridership after the HOV extension
for impacted Seattle routes. Recall that the baseline level of ridership for the entire dataset
for the “early rider” sample was 35.6% meaning that a 2 percentage point increase in
ridership maps to an 5.6% increase in ridership. Hence we find that the extension of the
HOV lane has roughly the same impact on ridership as new coaches for subjects who rode
in the first three weeks of the dataset before any treatment occurred. Specification (3)
shows the main result is robust to only investigating first stops on routes.
Specification (2) breaks out the impact by allowing ridership to vary by peak versus
off-peak trips within a route. The coefficient of interest is that on 1{P eakt } ∗ 1{Seattler } ∗
1{HOVt } which is the marginal impact of changes in ridership for trips during peak travel
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times for HOV impacted Seattle routes. The point estimate for Seattle routes shows a
slightly larger increase in ridership during peak hours, when time savings are largest, but
the effect is not statistically significant despite having 1.8 million observations. Ultimately,
predicting decisions at the rider level is challenging with a simple and transparent reduced
for model like this (in sample r2 =.3). Although neither estimate is statistically significant,
the joint effect of the coefficients on 1{HOVt } ∗ 1{Seattler } and 1{P eakt } ∗ 1{Seattler } ∗
1{HOVt } is roughly .02. Across all specifications, the point estimate for the impact of
new coaches on ridership is between 1.6 and just around 2 percentage points (weighted
sum of .0098 and .0118 from second specification).
The Appendix includes a subsection where we investigate the impact of time savings
from the HOV extension on the other highway in our sample (I-405), further heterogeneity
in responses by route type and also whether new buses and time savings are compliments
or substitutes. We find continued evidence of signficant effects of the HOV expansion on
ridership. The average time savings for that HOV expansion was roughly the same as
the SR-520 and we find point estimates between 1 and 2 percentage points. We didn’t
find convincing evidence of the complements versus substitutes question. We also didn’t
find any material differentials in route type heterogeneity. In sum, the main findings are
robust, HOV extensions appear to cause more ridership, but we can’t say much more.
This subsection highlights the key policy relevant findings in our paper. First, we find
that new coaches increased ridership on impacted routes by 5.6%. Second, we find that
impact was very consistent across route types. Third, we find the HOV extension impact
caused a increase in ridership of roughly the same amount as the new coaches. Fourth, we
find peak commute times were impacted more strongly as a result of the HOV expansions.
In the discussion section we discuss these results in detail.

4.3

Upper Bounds for Extensive Margin

One note before proceeding: comparing point estimates between the intensive and extensive margins is somewhat challenging. Extensive margin estimates are constructed off a
lower baseline (no observed ridership in the first three weeks) than for the intensive margin
riders (riders with some observed ridership in the first three weeks). If we assume that
every rider who rode in the first three weeks of our data rode exactly 35% of the time,
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there is only 65% more ridership growth possible. Alternatively, if we see no ridership in
the first three weeks of data those riders have a full 100% of commute which are possible
to take on the connector. Hence the “price” for shared transit commutes is plausibly
higher for the people already taking the Connector. Conversely, if there is a fixed cost to
commuting via the Connector (e.g., knowing schedules, badge scanning policy, etc.) then
its unclear if that “income” effect could dominate the price effect. Point is, the extensive
and intensive margin results are somewhat challenging to directly compare since previous
rider level are different. Hence the behavioral response comparison is not apples to apples
in some sense. From a policy standpoint, however, we can certainly still evaluate which
response margin is more important.
Table 6: Linear Probability Model Results for New Bus Staggered Rollout: Extensive
Margin

Fraction New
Wild p-value

(1)
.0527
(.001)***

(2)
.0476
(.013)**
.0111
(.0029)***

(3)
.0448
(.26)***
.0191
(.0041)***

(4)
.0600
(.0023)***

(5)
.0460
(.0022)***

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Full

Full

First Stop

Seattle

Non-Seattle

.314
689,102

.314
689,102

.340
307,332

.302
395,760

.333
294,658

Fraction New*1{Seattle}
Wild p-value

Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

Notes:p-values for OLS clustered and Wild Boostrap, both clustered at route level.
∗∗∗

Significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ significant at the 5 percent level,

First stop regression are AM only and drop one-stop routes.
Data include all riders who rode at least once in the first three weeks of the dataset before any treatment.

Table 6 shows results from the rider level regressions estimating the causal impact of
new coaches of ridership. The results are directionally consistent with the results from the
route level regressions but much more stable. Across all specifications, the point estimate
for the impact of new coaches on ridership is between 4.6 and 6 percentage points. Recall
that the baseline level of ridership for the entire dataset for those not observed over the first
three weeks was 13.6%. Relative to the entire dataset, then, a 5 percentage point increase
in ridership maps to a very large 36.8%, and upwardly biased, increase in ridership. Testing
for differences among urban Seattle riders and suburban riders, we found no meaningful
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significant differences in the impact of new coaches on ridership. Hence the tepid evidence
from the route level isn’t borne out in the rider level data. This again highlights the
importance of appropriately specifying standard errors in the aggregated data.
As noted when we introduced the econometric model this 36.8% change is biased
upward since as new employees start to work during the year, some of those employees
who choose to start riding regardless of time savings or new coaches will be attributed to
either new coaches or time savings. We don’t have employee identifying information so
we can’t manually account for new employees. We include this section in the paper only
to serve as an upper bound for other researchers in this area: new coaches could plausibly
increase ridership but our data cannot tell us by how much, but it will certainly be no
larger than 37%. Further, the true effect could be zero; our research design can’t make
causal claims about the extensive margin.
Table 7: Linear Probability Model Results for HOV Opening: Extensive Margin
(1)
.0081
(.001)***

1{HOVt } ∗ 1{Seattler }
Wild p-value

1{Peakt }
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{Seattler }
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{HOVr }
Wild p-value

1{Peakt } ∗ 1{Seattler } ∗ 1{HOVt }
Wild p-value

Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

(2)
.0080
(.031)**
.0002
(.929)
.0085
(.018)**
.0021
(.470)
.0003
(.942)

(3)
.010
(.001)***

% New, AM,

% New, AM,

% New,

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

Full

Full

First Stop

0.347
1,562,314

.348
1,562,314

.365
688,058

Notes:p-values for robust standard errors and bootstrapped errors clustered at route level
∗∗∗

Significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ significant at the 5 percent level,

First stop regressions are AM only and drop one-stop routes.

Table 7 shows results from the rider level regressions estimating the causal impact of
new coaches of ridership. The results are directionally consistent with the results from the
route level regressions, much more stable but also slightly lower in magnitude. Across all
specifications, the point estimate for the impact of new coaches on ridership is between
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.008 and just around 1 percentage points (weighted sum of .008 and .002). The baseline
level of ridership for the entire dataset for those not observed over the first three weeks
was 13.6% implying a 7.4% increase in ridership. As with the new coaches result, this
estimate almost certainly biased upward since as new employees start to work during the
year, some of those employees who choose to start riding regardless of time savings or new
coaches will be attributed to either new coaches or time savings. Despite this, we were
surprise that we found evidence, no matter how weak, that new coaches have a larger
effect on the extensive margin than time savings. As noted above, we present these results
only to serve as an upper bound for other researchers in this area but our research design
can’t make strong causal claims about the extensive margin.

5

Discussion

One artifact of having the new bus rollout and the HOV expansion occur over the same
sample is that we can price out the benefits of the new buses for population we assess
using the value of time. Recall that average time savings mapped to $1 per commute using
standard value of time techniques. Those time savings led to an increase in ridership of the
same magnitude as the new buses. To a first order approximation, then, the population’s
implicit value of the new buses is roughly $1/commute. That strikes us as a plausible
implicit valuation for new coaches.
Its worth noting that a survey on Connector riders in February 2016 logged why
people take the Connector qualitatively. The executive summary conveys several points
from that survey relevant to our study. Regarding the value proposition of the Connector
is: “most participants cited being able to work on professional and/or personal matters
as Connector’s most significant benefit”. Regarding alternative transportation methods:
the “connector gives riders an alternative to driving, making traffic congestion less of an
issue”. Regarding differing preferences of Seattle versus non-Seattle riders: “riders on
Seattle routes are less concerned with seat comfort and the in-vehicle experience than
are riders on non-Seattle routes.” We find some support for these qualitative results, in
particular for making traffic congestion less of an issue. However, we don’t find significant
evidence of a differential ridership impact for Seattle versus non-Seattle routes due to new
buses. A subset of that survey is available upon request.
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Ours is a reduced form rather than structural analysis and the goal of this section
is to discuss some possible implications for economic mechanisms and policy and rather
than identify specific implications. While we found a significant impact of both new
shuttles and time savings on ridership, the substitution margins of existing riders takes on
policy importance. If the marginal rider responding to new coaches or reduced travel time
would otherwise be a solo driver, the impacts are incremental for traffic and environmental
externalities. If instead the marginal riders are taking public transportation or carpooling
the impacts are not incremental at reducing externalities.
Unfortunately, our data only contains Connector ridership information rather than
transportation mode choice. Vendor surveys of riders only ask questions around what
other forms of shared transport are substitutes for their most preferred Connector trip
effectively conditioning responses on not solo driving. As a result, there is no way of
knowing the percentage of marginal Connector trips due to either new coaches or reduced
time savings that were solo drivers. Theory suggests that in areas where populations are
more sparse solo driving would be predominate due to coordination costs (whether via
public transportation or carpool) being higher than in dense populations. This theoretical
structure then leads to substitution away from driving for suburban routes. Its less clear,
however, which modes of transportation reduced commute times from the new HOV lane
induced since all modes of shared transportation enjoyed the time savings.
There are two policy implications of this work, one narrower and closer to the paper and
one broader and more speculative. First is on the viability of new comfortable coaches or
time saving route construction to increase public transit ridership. According to Microsoft,
the accounting cost of the new coaches was $25 million. In the Appendix we present a back
of the envelope calculation in which we account for benefits in increased ridership based
around increased productivity of workers, reduced congestion and reduced pollution. Even
with very optimistic assumptions about the increased productivity and mitigate traffic and
pollution of marginal riders, we find that increased ridership from riders due to new coaches
does not itself motivate new coach investment on its own in a benefit cost test. However,
increased ridership due to new coaches, though, does justify replacing buses sooner than
strictly accounting for only maintenance costs and replacement costs.
A compliment to new coaches for policy makers is constructing shared transit routes
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to minimize travel times. Access to public transportation is often considered a right by
city and county officials leading to more routes and more stops along those routes. These
findings imply that, on the margin, ridership could increase by fixing routes that offer
low commute times like express routes. Conversely, there could be reduced ridership of
including stops that greatly increase public transit commute times. We don’t make a claim
about the optimal route construction but do highlight this margin as important in any
cost benefit analysis. Indeed, many public transit agencies implicitly plan for this using
express routes.
The second and more speculative policy implication is for comfortable, productivity
enhancing autonomous vehicles. Like other tech companies’ bus services, Microsoft equips
buses with large bandwidth Wi-Fi routers and desks to increase productive output. Surveys show that at least one third of Connector riders regularly work during their commute
and commute times from Seattle to the Redmond campus average 45 minutes each way
and often more. Connector rides thus approximate a core characteristic of how Wi-Fi
enabled autonomous vehicles could benefit society: enabling productive commutes. White
collar workers like those at Microsoft are likely to be the segment of society with both
the means and incentives to quickly adopt autonomous vehicles. We fully acknowledge
that autonomous vehicles offer infinitely more flexible commutes that fixed bus routes.
However, we do find that increased comfort leads to more ridership and, assuming the
marginal rider is that same as the average rider, 1/3 or those people work.
Making the strong assumption that these insights maps to autonomous vehicles, there
is likely to be large latent demand for Wi-Fi enabled fully automonous vehicles for white
collar workers. Hence, while autonomous vehicles could decrease accidents, traffic and
pollution due to safe and efficient driving technology, spill in to autonomous vehicles and
away from public transit could increase total solo commuters making the net external
effect of autonomous vehicles on society uncertain. Indeed, recent research shows that
ride hailing services like Uber and Lyft are both well-liked by riders and are often a
substitute for public transit (Cohen, Hahn, Hall, Levitt and Metcalfe (2016) and Hall et
al. (2018)) Hence, highlighting the extensive commute mode margin is important in sizing
the external benefits and costs of autonomous vehicles or any other mode of transportation
(Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2018)).
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Two important caveats to these findings are the long run implications of our estimates
and also external validity. First, our study estimates a short run impact of new coaches
and HOV expansions. Because the main focus of the study is on the intensive margin
(e.g., riders observed in the pre-treatment period) the long run effects and the short run
effects are plausibly similar. Those already riding consistently will already have invested
in any fixed costs associated with scheduling around a rigid bus schedule. Importantly,
the full effects must also account for long run extensive ridership changes. These type of
changes are very hard to estimate over the long term. We make no claim about the long
run change on the extensive margin which is a very, very important question to reduce
traffic and pollution externalities for modern societies.
Second, it is correct to question the external validity of this study because the commuters we study are higher income than the rest of the U.S; the website payscale.com
shows that Microsoft employee average salary is $120,000.12 There are two implications
around external validity. First, Microsoft employees will likely respond more sharply to
the time savings for the HOV expansions than the population at large due to having a
higher opportunity cost of time. Hence those estimates of a 5% increase in ridership might
be taken as upper bounds for a more representative population.13 Second, if one assumes
decreasing marginal utility of some abstract measure of “quality” for a commute experience the effect of new buses in our sample might be considered a lower bound since the
older buses were already reasonably nice (i.e., relatively quiet, had wi-fi, etc.). Put another
way, the Microsoft buses that were replaced were not terrible, but certainly not at nice as
the new coaches. Third, NHTS data shows that higher income people take more trips but
doesn’t describe that group’s length per trip. We view this as second order in our setting
because we focus exclusively on commuting behavior. While limited, commutes are the
most important transportation event for policy makers since the majority of externalities
from traffic and emissions from traffic occur during commutes and everyone without a
work from home job must commute (Anderson (2014)).

12

See https://www.payscale.com/research/US/Employer=Microsoft_Corp/Salary.
There are also income effects of time however. Insofar as non-Microsoft employees have longer commutes and work longer hours at perhaps more than one job, its unclear which effect would dominate.
13
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6

Conclusion

In this paper we report the results of a natural field experiment and a quasi-experiment on
shared transportation ridership. We estimate the impacts of expanded HOV lanes and new
coaches on route level ridership and find evidence that the expanded HOV lanes increased
ridership. The route level results highlight the import of correctly specifying standard
errors with few clusters. We then use rider level panel data to investigate impacts focusing
on the intensive margin (e.g., riders we observe in the data in the pre-period). Expanded
HOV lanes which decreased commute times on the buses by roughly 2.5 minutes led to
a 5.5% increase in ridership. Increased comfort from new coaches increased ridership by
roughly 5.5% as well.
This paper highlights the importance of standard errors in RCTs with few clusters.
We find that p-values increase by multiple orders of magnitude when we bootstrap our
standard errors. We note that this is only one approach however. Randomization inference
is a promising approach to get exact error distributions in experiments (Young (2019)).
More broadly, staggered rollout designs are desirable due to random timing of treatment.
There is a growing literature which investigates efficient estimation in situations with
random treatment timing (Roth and Santa-Ana (2020)).
To estimate the our standard errors we leveraged parallelized R code across hundreds
of virtual machines (VMs) to dramatically decrease compute times from varying between
crashing R and taking 10 hours per model and to roughly 20 minutes per model. The
price of doing so was roughly $20 demonstrating the dramatic decrease in cost of computing resources available via public clouds.14 Cloud resources significantly reduce costs of
correctly specifying standard errors and we hope the field learns these tools to improve
internal validity of empirical work.
There are a few direct implications for shared transit policy makers. If the estimates
are externally valid, the message to policy makers is that increases in comfort can offer
a modest increase in ridership for existing commuters. Riders also responded to reduced
commute times relative to the alternative of mainline driving. As a result, we the unsur-

14

Our code for doing so is on Github.
See https://github.com/jdthorpe/clusterSEs/blob/
master/R/clusterwild.glm.R#L428-L508 and https://github.com/Azure/doAzureParallel/issues/
368#issuecomment-652714831.
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prising implication that more frequent shared transit would increase share transit ridership.
Innovations that reduce expected transit times could increase shared transit ridership and
thus pay for themselves. For example, better information on wait times for public transportation can facilitate planning. The results also highlight the gains to optimizing pick up
and drop off locations to be in locations where bus and train stops can offer time savings.
Average commute times in our sample on the bus system we evaluate are on the order of
50 minutes. A 2.5 minute decrease in expected commute time is a 5% decrease in travel
times which mapped to a 5% increase in ridership. Hence, we find an elasticity on the
order of -1 of ridership with respect to time savings in our sample population, which could
be useful for public transport designers. Finally, we find evidence that with transportation
services which allow productive activities, there is an incentive to replace capital stocks
earlier than strict accounting costs dictate due to a modest ridership response from new
coaches. We also view our results as consistent with large latent demand for autonomous
vehicles, in particular those that allow people to comfortably work on them.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Are new coaches an efficient strategy to increase shared transit
ridership?

New coaches significantly increased ridership for riders. There are three sets of benefits
more broadly: increased benefits for inframarginal riders, increased benefits for marginal
riders, and increased benefits to non-riders.
In terms of direct benefits to inframarginal riders, recall that the value of comfort for
riders was roughly $1 per trip. Applying $1 per trip very broadly to all $1,770 daily riders
(Table 1) rather than only one stop riders is worth something like $2,000/day. If there are
250 working days in a year and two commutes a day during which the coaches operate
that means the worth of the new coaches would be roughly $1,000,000/year. Assuming a
zero discount rate and a 10 year horizon gives a sum of benefits of ∼$10,000,000.
In addition to increased value from inframarginal riders, the new coaches significantly
increased ridership by roughly 5% riders per commute. Thus the new coaches increased
ridership by roughly 100 riders per day for an additional 25,000 30-70 minute rides per
year. Recall those marginal riders gave up the flexibility of driving to either work or
relax for their 30-70 minute commute. Put another way, the marginal rider was roughly
indifferent between riding (valued at upper bounds of $30 if working and $15 if relaxing)
and reduced flexibility (uncertain costs but likely the same order of magnitude given they
are marginal). Thus, the marginal riders have a negligible net impact on overall welfare
since the benefits of the Connector just offset gains. There is, however, a reallocation
of resources in the economy away from flexible solo driving and toward production and
leisure on rigid routes. While there is zero net effect from this reallocation in this benefit
cost analysis.
Lastly, there are benefits of marginal riders in terms of fewer vehicles on the roads
which has the capacity to reduce pollution and traffic. Marginal riders decrease cars on
the road during rush hour by roughly 100 cars per day. The marginal cost of pollution
from a car on the road is very low in Seattle due to low ambient pollution levels. The cost
of solo driving is non-trivial, however. Fortunately, it is also easy to size since Seattle area
interstates have HOV lane pricing for solo drivers: people can pay a price per mile to be
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solo drivers in HOV lanes. The rush hour price is between 60 cents and $1 per mile which,
if efficient, should account for both time savings and external costs imposed on other
drivers. We propose using roughly half of this rate as the external cost of solo driving
imposes on other solo drivers in the main lanes: $.40/mile. This estimate is consistent
with recent work on the marginal external cost of traffic congestion (MECC) for Bejing
(Yang, Purevjav and Li (2018)). Average highway miles driven by suburban Connector
routes are 8 miles implying an external benefit from reduced traffic costs during rush hour
of $88,000/year per commute or $176,000/year. Assuming a zero discount rate and a 10
year horizon gives a sum of decreased congestion costs of ∼ $1,760,000. In sum, the total
value of the new coaches over a ten year horizon was on the order of $4,760,000 with much
of the value accruing to inframarginal riders. That number also ignores a reallocation of
resources toward more “productive” activities than the flexibility provided by solo driving.
According to Microsoft, the price of the new coaches was roughly $25,000,000. The
$25,000,000 accounting cost overstates the actual net costs of new buses because newer
coaches require less maintenance. Assume the true economic costs of the new buses is
50% the accounting costs due to reduced maintenance costs of the new coaches relative to
the old ones. Even with that very strong assumption, the above estimates show that new
coaches in and of themselves only break even with a benefit cost test.
Despite not passing a benefit cost test in terms of increased ridership, however, we do
find that replacing buses somewhat before the reasonable lifetime is valuable in particular if
the buses support riders working on them. Our results support the theory that suburban
and exurban riders would be willing to pay some modest amount for replacing older
coaches. There are interior solutions as well: transportation managers could rotate newer
buses in to suburban routes consistently over time to keep ridership on those routes high
rather than make discrete wholesale changes to the entire fleet. Extrapolating the the
standard bus engine replacement problem in economics to the “bus replacement problem”,
better experience for riders and increased ridership can in some cases motivate earlier
replacement (Rust (1987)). Put another way, these results suggest that managers of
longer haul commuter buses or trains that can be comfortably worked on have a social
incentive to replace even sooner than simple maintenance costs dictate.
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A.2

One Stop Ridership and Complements versus Substitutes

We leveraged the nested nature of the new bus rollout and HOV expansions to test for
a different kind of preference heterogeneity by route type and whether more comfortable
buses and decreased commute times are compliments or substitutes using several types of
interactions. First, we investigate whether One-stop routes are differentially affected by
new buses. We didn’t report it above, but early route level work showed strong ridership
effects of new buses on One-Stop route. Further, qualitative survey results showed that
Seattle riders stated they cared less about in bus experience than suburban and exurban
riders. One-stop routes service the exurban community as commuters drive to a parking
lot, park their car then rider a bus directly to Redmond. It is possible that people who live
in exurban communities might have different preferences for their commute than urban
and suburban riders.
Second, we test whether time savings and new coaches are compliments or substitutes
by interacting the 10 day moving average fraction of new buses on riders’ preferred routes
with HOV expansions. To do so we focused not on the SR-520 opening in April but rather
the I-405 HOV extension at the end of September 2015. We made that decision because
Figure 3 shows that experimental compliance for the new bus rollout was much sharper
in the first half of our dataset relative the second half. We opted not to report a similar
analysis for the SR-520 opening, which occurred in April 2016, due to poorer compliance.
We also shorten the bandwidth for this analysis to only run through March of 2016 to
mitigate any possible omitted variable bias from including a longer sample. Figure 2 shows
the I-405 HOV extension serviced four routes two of which were single stop exurban routes
and two multiple stop suburban routes. Table ?? shows results which bring some data to
these two questions.
Table 8 shows four specifications of increasing complexity. Specification (1) estimates
the impact of new coaches on only the subset of one stop riders. The point estimate is .03
which is roughly 50% larger than the point estimates of .02 over the whole sample, but it is
not statistically significant. In other specifications on the full sample which include a “OneStop” indicator interacted with the new coach variable (F ractionN ew ∗ 1{OneStop}), we
don’t find statistical significance either. Combined with the findings above which shows
no significant differences between Seattle and non-Seattle routes, we conclude there is no
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Table 8: One Stop Routes and Interaction Effects

Fraction New
Wild p-value

(1)
.0301
(.400)

(2)
-.305
(.272)

(3)
-.0072
(.299)

(4)
-.0083
(.214)

.0188
(.438)

.0304
(.505)

.0208
(.0001)***

.0141
(.039)**

-.193

-.0366

-.0270

(.386)

(.001)***

(.017)**

-.0058

.0357

(.798)

(.449)

Fraction New*1{One Stop}
Wild p-value

1{Post I405 HOV}*1{I405 Route}

.009
(.026)**

Wild p-value

1{Post I405 HOV}*Fraction New

.298
(.287)

Wild p-value

1{I405 Route}*Fraction New

.159
(.449)

Wild p-value

1 1{Post I405 HOV}*Fraction New
*1{I405 Route}
Wild p-value

1{Post I405 HOV}*1{I405 Route}
*1{One Stop}
Wild p-value

1{Post I405 HOV}*1{I405 Route}
*1{One Stop}*Fraction New

-.063
.302

Wild p-value

Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

Day & Route

Day & Route

Day & Route

One Stop

Full

Full

Full

0.324
105,112

0.284
1,104,348

0.284
1,104,348

0.284
1,104,348

Notes:p-values preferred route clustered standard errors calculated using the wild bootstrap.
∗∗∗

Day & Route

Significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ significant at the 5 percent level,
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compelling evidence for differential preferences for new coaches on ridership by urban,
suburban or exurban riders in our data.
Specifications (2), (3) and (4) gradually add more complexity to focus primarily on the
compliments versus substitutes question of HOV expansions versus new coaches. The key
coefficients are on interactions of an indicator variable which takes the value of one for all
time periods after the HOV extension 1{P ost I405 HOV }, the treatment variable for new
buses F ractionN ew and an indicator variable for a route being impacted but the I405
HOV extension 1{I405Route}. Importantly, the precision of the estimate of the fraction
of new coaches is very low in these models with either less data or more complex models.
Specification (2) presents the simplest model to address the compliments and substitutes question by treating all suburban riders the same. This model finds a statistically
significant increase in ridership for impacted routes when the I405 HOV extension occurs
although the point estimate is roughly half the point estimate for the SR-520 opening.
We view this as being broadly consistent with the SR-520 results since we don’t have
more precise HOV time savings estimates at the route-date level. The interaction of
1{P ost I405 HOV } ∗ F ractionN ew ∗ 1{I405Route} is negative but far from significant.
In specifications (3) and (4) when we additionally control for treatment differences by
one-stop routes, the interaction of 1{P ost I405 HOV } ∗ F ractionN ew ∗ 1{I405Route} is
negative and significant but we take this evidence as suggestive at best. In these specifications the time savings result stays roughly the same order of magnitude and also
signficant.
In sum, we find no significant differences of treatment by one versus multiple stop
routes, we find consistent support that time savings from HOV lane expansions increases
ridership and finally no strong evidence that comfort and time savings are substitutes
or compliments. Rather, we find inconsistent and very weak suggestion they might be
substitutes.
Who Rides More?
We decompose these findings to determine which type of riders respond to new buses
versus decreased transit times in order to further investigate heterogeneity. We define a
variable at the rider level which we call “intensity” and define it as the percent of days
in the previous ten in which a rider has taken at least one Connector trip. To do so we
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estimate the following equation:
AveIntensityrt = α + M A%N ewrt β + λr + λt + rt

(4)

AveIntensityrt is the average intensity of riders on a particular route on a particular day.
If average intensity increases with treatment it implies the marginal rider attributable to
treatment was already riding and simply rides more. Alternatively, if average intensity
decreases then it implies the marginal rider wasn’t previously riding and the effective
margin of treatment is the extensive margin. The caveat is that if a never rider all of
sudden becomes a very intense rider it would also cause average intensity to increase.
Table 9: Regression Results for Changes in Rider Intensity

Fraction New

(1)
0.0104***
(0.004)

1{Post HOVt }
1{Peak Tript }
*1{Seattler }
Fixed Effects
Sample
R2
N

(2)

0.0201**
(0.010)
0.0149**
(0.003)
Day & Route

% New, Day & Route

Full

Full

0.772
1,596

0.533
2,667

Notes:∗∗∗ Significant at the 1 percent level, ∗∗ significant at the 5 percent level,
∗

Significant at the 10 percent level.

1st & last stop regressions are AM only and drop one-stop routes.

Table 9 shows the results of estimating equation (4) for both the staggered rollout of
new buses and the diff-in-diff design for HOV expansion and reduced commute times. In
both cases the relevant coefficient is positive and statistically significant. That means both
increased comfort and reduced travel times increased average intensity of riders. Thus, we
find evidence consistent with existing riders commuting more intensely when the benefits
of commuting increases rather than additional drivers beginning to take shared transport
at a higher than average rate.
We can use these estimates on rider intensity to validate the estimates from the earlier
models. The point estimate in Table 9 is roughly .01. A rider may ride 1 or 2 trips
depending on whether they ride only in the morning, only in the afternoon or both.
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Conditional on having ridden in a given date, the average ridership for a rider is 1.56. The
average daily route ridership is 84. The product of the three is: .01 ∗ 1.56 ∗ 84 = 1.31. The
overall increase in ridership from the new coaches we estimate was 2.29 which is clearly
the same order of magnitude. In fact, 1.31 is within the 95% confidence interval for the
2.29 point estimate. As a result, we find no evidence that the new shuttles increased the
extensive margin of riders but rather increased the intensity of existing riders.
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Figure 5: Histogram of Most Preferred Routes
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Figure 6: Schedule examples

Note: Daily route level Treatment Status.
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Figure 7: New SR-520 Bridge Construction

Note: Old section of two lane bridge next to new 3 lane bridge with dedicated HOV lane.

Figure 8: Old Connector Bus

Note: Old Connector Bus.
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Figure 9: Old Connector Bus

Note: Old Connector Bus Interior.

Figure 10: New Connector Bus

Note: New Connector Bus.
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Figure 11: New Connector Bus Interior

Note: New Connector Bus Interior.
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Figure 12: Treatment Status by Route

Note: Daily route level Treatment Status. Figure shows the percent of trips for a given route-day
which were serviced by new buses. Consistent with the staggered rollout design, the plots show
that some routes were treated while others were not over time. However, treatment wasn’t
perfect. Day to day implementation of servicing riders led to imperfect execution.

Figure 13: Schedule examples

Note: Daily ridership across 21 routes in the sample. Due to change over to a new data system
the Jan 1-Feb 28 data systematically over-counts riders but does so uniformly across routes. Day
fixed effects account for these systematic differences in the main specifications. When we drop
these days from the regression, it doesn’t impact our results.
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